


With its distinctive seams and the tailored upholstery that outlines the body of the sofa like  
a bespoke suit, freistil 136 is a masterpiece of craftsmanship. Yet at the same time it’s a casual 
sofa for lounging: its upholstery with matting offers plenty of space for sprawling. Think of  
it as a wonderful choice for sporty types who change positions on the sofa as often as they  
change televisionprogrammes – that is, when they’re not reaching for the snacks on the coffee 
table. With its generous seat depth and the low back, freistil 136 encourages relaxed sitting. 
In fact, your grandmother would be horrified: “Sit up straight!” just isn’t possible here. 
Not on the single sofa, nor on a corner combination.

#lebfreistil

LOUNGING IN 
LUXURY
The new freistil 136 sofa: for quality-loving loungers.

Designed by Beck Design
”freistil 136 should look casual and soft while also having form. With all  
the spaciousness, that means the cover material has to fit as precisely as a  
bespoke suit so the overall impression doesn’t go in the wrong direction.“

Silja and Norbert Beck



WHAT YOU’LL  
APPRECIATE

Casual lounging
Sometimes you just have to lounge all over your 
sofa to be happy. The soft seat and low back are 
an irresistible invitation to lie back and sprawl. 
And with two different seat depths, you get to 
choose how much you stretch out.

Masterpiece of craftsmanship
The exceptional seam work and the  
delightful, unique design of the  
sofa reflect particular craftsmanship.

 Made in Black forest



1. Sofa bench
Not much room? Are you an upright sort  
of person but still like your creature comforts?  
The sofa bench will suit you perfectly.

2. Sofa corner
No matter whether the living room is  
large or small, many of us like to put our  
feet up. A corner sofa fits in well (almost)  
everywhere.

3. Sofa island
Do you have loads of room and lots of friends?
With the spacious corner sofa, your living room 
will become the new hangout for your friends 
and family.

WHICH KIND OF SOFA 
TYPE ARE YOU?

Exactly the right cover material for you and the way you like to live. 
Let your freistil partner advise you!

Family & friends Natur lovers Leather

91

223

ca. 253

ca. 242

Combined width ca. 249

Combined width ca. 317
ca. 281

ca. 180

www.freistil-rolfbenz.com 


